BLADE PRO

Increase Blade Life and Promote More Even Wear
- 1-1/8” thick
- Carbide weld deposits
- Impact bar
- Various sizes and styles available
- Custom configurations available

Blade Protector Curve
- 6” and 8” available
- 1-1/8” thick
- Carbide hard-facing on bottom & curve (6+ lbs carbide)

Blade Protector Strait
- 6” and 8” available
- 1-1/8” thick
- Carbide hard-facing on bottom (5+ lbs of carbide)

Blade Protector Mini
- 6” and 8” available
- 1-1/8” thick
- Carbide hard-facing on bottom (2+ lbs of carbide)

Universal Guard
- 7/8”x4” w/ bumper
- Bumper is carbide hardfacing sandwiched between AR plate
- Custom punch available
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